
Penetrating Passing 

Organization  

In groups of 3 with one player in the middle 

with 1 ball. End players are 15 yards apart  

1.Players pass in the sequence of 2 short 

passes,  and 1 long pass                                                                      

2. Players must pass the one long 1st time 

(one touch) 

Coaching Points  

Ready to receive-  On toes  

Quality of pass- Strike ball in 

middle, lock ankle good pace and 

accuracy 

Off the ball movement- 
From middle and opposite player to 

allow the long pass 

Communication- On the ball 

telling who is going to receive next 

Communication- Off the ball 

telling who is available for a pass  

Selection of surface- receive 

with foot the ball comes to 

Recognition of pressure – 

Awareness of open player.  

Off the ball movement- 

Acknowledge or correct the 

movement of the players to get 

available (open ) for a pass. Four 

attacking players should look to 

create 3 passing opportunities. Left, 

right and the penetrating pass 

Principles of attack- Always 

look to play forward first    

Open Body shape- Teams 

body shape should be open to make 

a penetrating pass 

Team Shape- good team shape 

to create isolation  

Principles of attack- 

Always look to play forward first 

4v2 Area 15x15 yards  1 ball                          

2 players in middle with four on the outside. 

Outside players score 1 point for 5 passes 

and 1 point for a split or penetrating pass      

If defenders intercept a pass they switch 

with the player that gave up possession 

Area 35x20 with a 5 yard middle zone          

3 teams of 4. One starts in the middle zone                                         

1. Team 1 completes a minimum of 5 passes 

and then one to the opposite team                

If middle team intercepts they switch out                                                     

2. Middle team sends across1 defender. If 

defender passes across, teams switch  

Final Game 30x20 4v4 

Starting (trigger) points 

If ball goes out of play restart with pass to:   

1.To defender closest to their own goal       

2. Wide players  

Objective: To improve the players ability to recognize a penetrating/Split pass 

15 Yards  

1. 2. 

35 yards 


